Abstract. W e present an algorithm that solves the Minimal Set Cover problem within the framework of a surface-based model of computation. A xing DNA strands to a solid surface reduces the possibility of error resulting from the loss of DNA strands in solution. An algorithm solving the Minimal Set Cover problem has previously been proposed using the sticker model of DNA computation Roweis]. We s h o w t h a t , b y taking advantage of the exibility a orded by the surface-basedmodel, we can design an encodingthat eliminates the need for the separation steps required by the sticker model, thereby reducing both the likelihood of error and the number of \biological manipulation steps" required by the algorithm. To our knowledge, the algorithm we p r e s e n t is the rst published DNA computing algorithm to make use of surface-based techniques.
Introduction
A practical problem faced by solution-based models of DNA computation is the loss of DNA strands during computation. Especially problematic are separation steps, such as those required by the sticker model Roweis] , where repeated wash cycles are prone to lose DNA. The loss of DNA strands that encode solution witnesses can lead to erroneous or partial answers. In response to these issues, a model has been proposed Cai] that performs computation on DNA strands that are attached to a surface.
In this paper, we propose a surface-based algorithm that solves the Minimal Set Cover problem. In doing so, we demonstrate the feasibility of the surface-based model and highlight its performance advantages (for this problem) over the sticker model. Section 2 provides background regarding the Minimal Set Cover problem and the model of surface-based DNA computation proposed in Cai]. Section 3 describes the algorithm itself, including a description of the encoding and the steps necessary for creating the DNA strands representing the possible solutions. Finally, Section 4 provides some discussion of the tradeo s involved, followed by some conclusions in Section 5.
2. Background 2.1. The Minimal Set Cover Problem. Informally, the Minimal Set Cover problem is as follows: Given an initial set of B bags, where each bag contains a set 1991 Mathematics Subject Classi cation. Primary 92B05, 68Q05 Secondary 03D15. The author was supported in part by NIH/NHCRI Training Grant in Genomic Science #HG00039 and DARPA G r a n t #N00014-95-1-1246. 1 of objects of di erent t ypes (objects come in A types), nd the smallest collection (subset) of these bags whose contents include at least one example of every type of object. See Garey] for a more formal description of the problem. 2.2. Surface-Based DNA Computation. In the surface-based computing model Cai], DNA strands, rather than oating free in solution, are attached to a surface such as silicon or glass. The goal of surface-based computing is to simplify the handling of the DNA strands and to remedy the problem of losing strands, at the expense of the ability t o p h ysically separate the strands from each other.
The DNA are initially single-stranded, with the 3' end attached to the surface and the 5' end free in solution. A strand is considered marked if the free 5' end is double-stranded.
2.2.1. Operations. We extend the operations available within the surface-based
framework Cai] with a detach operation. We review all operations brie y here note, however, that the operations described below represent a s l i g h tly simpli ed version (in particular, with respect to append-marked and append-unmarked). for detach, which is new. Detaching all strands from the surface can be accomplished by designing the strands to include a special sequence near the base which can later be used as a restriction enzyme site for severing the strands.
3. Solving Minimal Set Cover with the Surface-Based Model 3.1. Algorithm. An approach for solving the Minimal Set Cover problem is described below.
The following four stages constitute the algorithm: that represent collections in which all objects are present (at least once) are retained. Of these, the desired strand is that which encodes the collection with the fewest bags. Note that at this level the algorithm is essentially identical to the one proposed in Roweis] . The improvements over the sticker model derive f r o m a n increased exibility in the design of the encoding. Whereas in the sticker model the encoding of a subset of bags is of a xed length, the surface-based model permits a design whereby DNA strands encoding smaller subsets are physically shorter, a property often exploited for solving optimization problems using solution-based techniques Boneh]. Gel electrophoresis takes advantage of this property to perform the isolation step, thus bypassing the counting steps required by the stickerbased model.
3.2. Encoding. As in the sticker model Roweis], the encoding divides each DNA strand into two parts, one encoding the collection of bags and the other encoding the objects contained within that collection. The following sections describe each part separately.
3.2.1. Encoding a Collection of Bags. Assume a problem size of B bags and A object types. Design for each o f t h e B bags in the original set a sequence C i to represent the presence of that bag in a collection. In addition, choose a single sequence to encode the absence of a bag. A subset of bags is represented by the concatenation of B DNA sequences, each one either a C i or the sequence, corresponding to the presence or absence, respectively, of that particular bag. See Figure 1 for some example collection encodings.
As suggested by the gures, the sequence should be designed to be shorter than the C i sequences, in order that the length of a given DNA strand be proportional to the number of bags in the collection represented by that strand. This property facilitates detection by enabling the use of gel electrophoresis to separate DNA strands based on their length, which is particularly useful for the Minimal Set Cover problem because the desired solution is the one represented by the shortest strand. In this manner we are able to avoid explicitly counting the number of bags in each collection.
3.2.2. Encoding the Objec t s i n a C o l l e ction. Each of the A object types is represented by a unique sequence of DNA bases. The contents of a given bag are represented by the concatenation (in any order) of the sequences representing the objects contained in that bag. These sequences are constructed in a \pre-computation" step before the algorithm begins: for each b a g C i , construct a test-tube T T i containing double stranded DNA strands encoding the objects contained in C i . Minimal Set Cover is detailed in Figure 2. 3.3.1. Initialization. To construct strands representing collections of bags, the sequences corresponding to each bag are concatenated together one by one, building upward from the surface. To facilitate this procedure, each bag sequence is constructed as a double-stranded DNA molecule with two o verhangs (see Figure 3) , one to anneal with the overhang from the previous bag sequence, and one to anneal with the overhang of the next bag sequence. We call the overhang sequences x and y, with x and y representing their respective complementary sequences. To a void the possibility of bag sequences annealing to themselves in any given step, the following strategy is employed: All bags C i with odd i use the overhang sequence x to anneal to the previous bag and the sequence y to anneal to the next one. Similarly, all C i with even i use the overhang sequence y to anneal to the previous bag and the sequence x to anneal to the next one. Thus, no bag sequence can anneal to itself.
Similarly, there are two t ypes of 's as well one with x and y overhangs, and another with y and x overhangs.
We attempt to generate all 2 B possible choices of collections. Each collection is determined by a series of \coin ips" which decide, for each bag, whether or not to include that bag in the collection. The procedure is a B step process, one step for each bag. Speci cally, for each b a g C i , an equal proportion of C i (the sequence for a given bag i) and (the sequence for the absence of a bag) are mixed and poured onto the surface with conditions conducive to annealing. The C i sequences and the sequences will attach to the dangling base sequences by h ybridization, Figure 3 . Bag Encoding dividing themselves equally among the bases. Note that because the overhangs are distinct (x incompatible with y and vice-versa), multiple copies of C i and are unable to join together. At the end of this step, strands will have been extended by either exactly one sequence, (signifying that the set does not contain this bag) or exactly one C i sequence (signifying that it does).
The surface is then washed, and the next bag C i+1 can be appended. This process continues until all B bags have been added. At the end, each strand will represent a collection where the probability t h a t e a c h bag is present in the collection is approximately one-half.
3.3.2. Recording. This step records all the objects present in a collection of bags. For each b a g C i , mark all the strands that contain bag C i and append the contents of T T i to these marked strands. Recall that T T i contained the doublestranded DNA sequence corresponding to the contents of C i . These strands are then unmarked, and this process is repeated for the next bag. This will add to each strand a DNA sequence representing the union of the objects in all the bags in the collection encoded by that strand. For a collection, objects that occur in more than one bag will be represented more than once.
3.3.3. Filtering. The goal of this step is to remove all strands that do not encode a collection of bags that collectively contain all A objects. With this in mind, for each object, mark all strands that contain the sequence representing this object, and then destroy all unmarked strands. At the end only those strands that included (at least) one copy o f e v ery object will remain.
3.3.4. Isolation. When this stage is reached, all surviving strands encode collections that contain all the objects. Here, we are able to take a d v antage of our choice of length encoding because the answer we seek, if one exists, is encoded by the shortest strand(s).
First, erase all appended information by cleaving the DNA strands at a restriction enzyme site separating the initial encoding of bags from the encoding of the objects contained therein, thereby returning the strands to the state they were in after the Initialization step.
Next, detach all strands from the surface and sort them based on length using gel electrophoresis.
4. Discussion 4.1. Analysis of the Algorithm. The total number of biological manipulation steps for this algorithm is O (A + B) .
In the rst step, a process linear in the number of bags is used to construct the initial strands. Next the objects of each bag are noted and recorded on each strand, taking O(B) biological operations in all. The third step requires O(A) operations to test the presence of each object in turn. The nal step is O(1), and thus the algorithm as a whole runs in O(A + B) operations.
The \pre-computation," in which the strands encoding the contents of each b a g are created, requires O(AB) bio-steps (worst case), although in practice the tubes can be created in parallel, reducing the actual time spent t o O(B).
Note that after the Recording step, the DNA strands are extended by O(AB) bases (the case in which e v ery object appears in every bag).
4.2. Problem Encoding. The choice of encoding enabled us to avoid counting the number of bags in each collection. By choosing di erent lengths for the sequences representing the presence or absence of a bag, the encoding guarantees that collections containing fewer bags will be represented by shorter strands of DNA. This strategy is not possible with the sticker model, since the presence or absence of a bag in a collection is determined not by the length of the sequence corresponding to it, but by its strandedness (single or double).
One concern is that strand length may grow during computation, up to a length of order AB. Long strands of DNA are problematic for many reasons, including the high potential for unwanted secondary structures (self-annealing), annealing with neighboring strands, and shearing. Furthermore, basic operations such as mark, which run the length of a given strand (via polymerase extension), will take longer to run and have higher error probabilities when applied to long strands. These limitations in practice will limit the maximum problem size that can be solved.
Finally, the fact that the choice of encoding was the key to solving the problem e ciently suggests that the surface-based model may not be appropriate for every problem. Speci cally, problems in which t h e v alidity of a solution is not proportional to its size may be better suited to alternative models of DNA computation. In many cases, a combination of the two techniques may be the best strategy.
4.3. Detection of Strands. The possibility remains that only a single strand of DNA is a witness for the correct solution. In the process of detaching the strands from the surface and running them on a gel, this strand may b e l o s t o r e v en fragmented. To a void this situation, one can amplify any strands that remain on the surface after the ltering steps. Using the attached single strands as a template, they can be polymerized in their entirety b y the exponential PCR ampli cation process or the linear ampli cation process consisting of polymerize-melt-wash cycles.
Conclusion
We h a ve proposed an algorithm for solving the Minimal Set Cover problem using a surface-based model of DNA computation. We employed a problem encoding that enabled us to use gel electrophoresis to select out the correct answer, replacing the separation steps required by the sticker model algorithm. In doing so, we h o p e t o h a ve reduced the potential for error due to the loss of DNA strands resulting from the repeated application of separation operations, and have demonstrated that surface-based algorithms may be a possible alternative paradigm for DNA computing.
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